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Brief History

3dflagsplus is owned by Dusan Rakic since 2014. 3dflagsplus was registered with
GODADDY.COM LLC on September 08, 2010.

Scope and Coverage

This site contains unique collection of free World flag icons, clip-art, animations and
other graphics for use on web pages and other projects. The graphics are available in
different styles, shapes and sizes. The information on this site also contains area of
country, Government, population, capital, official languages, calling code, currency
etc.

Kind of Information

Each entry contains flags, location maps and short facts. Short flags includes area,
Government, population, capital, official languages, calling code, currency, time
zones, ISO 3166 code etc like:
Officially: Republic of India
Area: 3,287,590 km2, 1,269,346 sq mi
Government: Federal parliamentary constitutional republic
Population: 1,276,267,000
Capital: New Delhi 249,998
Official languages: Hindi - English
Calling code: +91
Currency: Indian rupee (?) (INR)
Time zone: IST (UTC+05:30)
ISO 3166 code: IN

The flags include flags of different style, shapes, style etc like animated flags, flags
icon, 3d flags like rectangular flag of India, round India flags with silver frame, 3d
metallic square with flags of India.

Special Features
 Link to Wikipedia for detail information.
 Maximizing and minimizing options in font size are attached at the top of
right side of each entry. Clicking on “A+” helps to enlarge the font size and
“A-” helps to reduce the font size.
 One can print directly and send recommendation by mail through this site.

Arrangement Pattern

Names of country are arranged in alphabetical order by first letter.

Remarks

This site contains unique and large collection of maps of different countries in
different shape which helps people to get basic information by knowing the maps,
area of country, official languages, country calling code, population etc.
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 Flags of all Countries (http://flagpedia.net/)
 Flags of the World (http://www.crwflags.com/fotw/flags/)
 World Flag Database (http://www.flags.net/)
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